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The Watchers
The ancient books of Genesis and Enoch tell us that sprit beings known as the
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Watchers descended to the Earth, had sex with women, and begat a hybrid race of
offspring known as the Nephilim. Such tales are as old as humanity itself. These
histories and accounts of visitations and subsequent mixed-blood, alien-human
races comprise the bulk of the world's myths, legends, religions, and superstitions.
The Rise and Fall of the Nephilim examines: Elohim and the Bene Ha Elohim—God
and the Sons of God The Watchers: UFOs, extraterrestrials, angels, infiltrators, and
impregnators Biblical and apocryphal sources from Enoch to Moses The role of the
Fae, Elves, Elementals, and ancient gods What if the old spiritualities and religions
weren’t just legends? What if there was something living and breathing beneath
the surface, a tangible interlinking of religious thought and spirituality, science and
myth, inter-dimensionality and cold, hard fact? The Nephilim walked among us and
still do today.

Rise of the Wolf (Mark of the Thief #2)
A starving city. A renegade bootlegger. A battle for the future of mankind. Zeke is
a bad guy. He didn't choose to be. It's just who he is. It's who he has to be to
survive in a post-apocalyptic world where trust is as scarce as water. He's got
nobody. No family. No friends. And he left behind the woman he loved for her own
good. But it's time to change. After a brush with death far out in the wasteland, he
decides he's done risking his life to help his greedy bosses control who gets to
drink water and when. Now, he's stranded in a bar in the middle of nowhere,
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surrounded by the perfect kind of ruffians who can help him go back and make
things right. Armed with renewed purpose and a one-of-a-kind muscle car, Zeke
hunts for redemption, seeks retribution and, maybe, just maybe, he can get his girl
back while he's at it. Take a ride across the wasteland in Tom Abrahams' newest
post-apocalyptic, dystopian series, but with a fantasy twist. It will leave you
wondering just what it means to be human. It's perfect for fans of A.G. Riddle,
Hugh Howey, and Stephen King's The Dark Tower.

The Watchers
Take a journey with the artist and writer Petar Meseldzija, who tells how he was
allowed unparalleled access through the Invisible Curtain and into the land of
giants. A year in the making, this book’s sixteen paintings and nearly ninety
drawings bring to life Petar’s experiences on this journey and secrets uncovered,
going back to ancient times. He shares stories of new discoveries that free giants
from the murky abyss of myth and a forgotten past. Told in three stages, The Book
of Giants includes the illustrated stories The Giants Are Coming, recounting a
dynamic clash that lasted one hundred years; The Little Kingdom, where a giant
befriends a nation of humans and becomes their adamant protector against
ferocious invaders; The Northern Giants, who embrace the warrior spirit through
countless battles; Giant Velles, the story of ignorance and how the strength of
goodness perseveres; and The Great Forest, wherein the author discovers little
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creatures called the keppetz and relates his experiences spent with ogres while on
his quest to meet the Golden One and to determine the purpose of his journey.
Through the strength of his own power, he discovers his blessings, his limitations
and finally his personal myth. Furthermore, you will discover why giants made a
push into the underground, followed by their exodus and deliverance to a new
land. You’ll also learn why the myth of giants is still alive, why their time spent with
humans remains elusive and why giants prefer to remain hidden in their world. Join
Petar Meseldzija on his journey of discovery.

The Awakener
An investigation into how the Pentagon, NSA, and other government agencies are
uniting with corporations to fight in cyberspace, the next great theater of war.

Awakening of the Watchers
A New York Times bestseller! They All Saw a Cat meets The Important Book in this
sensitive and impactful picture book about seeing the world from different points
of view by Caldecott and Coretta Scott King Honoree Christian Robinson. In this
full, bright, and beautiful picture book, many different perspectives around the
world are deftly and empathetically explored—from a pair of bird-watchers to the
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pigeons they’re feeding. Young readers will be drawn into the luminous illustrations
inviting them to engage with the world in a new way and see how everyone is
connected, and that everyone matters.

The Book of Giants
Seeing Micah for the first time in years, fifteen year old Eden wants nothing more
than to run and hide, but instead in a moment of sheer embarrassment, she throws
her arms around his neck; unaware she just changed her childhood friend forever.
With eyes' opened to the realm of angels and demons, Micah discovers he has
become the Seer, called to save the world from an impending fire. Shy and
awkward, Eden stumbles through high school clueless her guardian angel shadows
her every move, keeping her safe while she unknowingly awakens others to their
spiritual gifts. Micah will need those Eden touched to complete his mission which
began long ago in the ancient City of Enoch and its secret underground temple.
With angels and demons fighting around them, both Eden and Micah must find
their own personal courage and faith in order to know what to do for the battle that
awaits them, one they must triumph or risk losing everyone they love.

The Rise and Fall of the Nephilim
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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Witness the epic final chapter of the Skywalker
saga with the official novelization of Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker, including
expanded scenes and additional content not seen in theaters! The Resistance has
been reborn. But although Rey and her fellow heroes are back in the fight, the war
against the First Order, now led by Supreme Leader Kylo Ren, is far from over. Just
as the spark of rebellion is rekindling, a mysterious signal broadcasts throughout
the galaxy, with a chilling message: Emperor Palpatine, long thought defeated and
destroyed, is back from the dead. Has the ancient Lord of the Sith truly returned?
Kylo Ren cuts a swath of destruction across the stars, determined to discover any
challenge to his control over the First Order and his destiny to rule over the
galaxy—and crush it completely. Meanwhile, to discover the truth, Rey, Finn, Poe,
and the Resistance must embark on the most perilous adventure they have ever
faced. Featuring all-new scenes adapted from never-before-seen material, deleted
scenes, and input from the filmmakers, the story that began in Star Wars: The
Force Awakens and continued in Star Wars: The Last Jedi reaches an astounding
conclusion.

Rise and Kill First
In the hot and harsh farming region of Agricola, 16 year old Cyra prepares to be
tested to discover what duty she'll hold for life. All school leavers across the
regions are in the same position, and few expect anything more than to follow in
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their parents' footsteps and stay in the region they live in.For Cyra, there was
never a choice. With her father dead and brother and sister assigned elsewhere,
she's desperate to stay close to her sick mother so she can take care of her.On the
day of the Duty Call, however, Cyra's world turns upside down in one stroke. She's
to be assigned to Eden, the largest and most powerful sea city and central hub of
control. Only the most important live there, and no one from Cyra's town has ever
been assigned there in her lifetime.So, she sets off on a journey away from
everything she knows, without knowing what her duty will be. Soon, she discovers
that she, along with a select group of school leavers from across the regions, has a
special power; a gift that will pit her as a secret protector of the nation.Only, it's
not a gift, it's really a curse, and before long Cyra will learn that her once small
world is filled with a great deal more corruption and injustice than she ever thought
possible.

The Watchers in Jewish and Christian Traditions
Nic may have escaped enslavement in the mines outside of Rome, but his troubles
are far from over. The Praetor War -- the battle to destroy Rome from within -- is in
full force, and Nic is caught in the crossfire. The secretive Praetors are determined
to unlock a powerful amulet -- one sure to bring the empire to its knees. Worse, the
Praetors believe Nic holds the key to finding this amulet, and they will stop at
nothing to steal it, even if that means harming the people Nic holds most dear.
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When the Praetors capture Nic's mother, Nic knows he must do anything to save
her. He challenges the Praetors to a chariot race. If he wins, they will release his
mother. But if he loses, he must hand over a magic that will certainly bring about
the end of Rome as well as his own life. Can Nic once again harness his magic and
gather the strength to defeat his enemies? Or will he lose his mother and bear
witness to Rome's destruction?

Watcher in the Woods
An exploration of the megalithic complex at Göbekli Tepe, who built it, and how it
gave rise to legends regarding the foundations of civilization • Details the layout,
architecture, and exquisite carvings at Göbekli Tepe • Explores how it was built as
a reaction to a global cataclysm • Explains that it was the Watchers of the Book of
Enoch and the Anunnaki gods of Sumerian tradition who created it • Reveals the
location of the remains of the Garden of Eden in the same region Built at the end of
the last ice age, the mysterious stone temple complex of Göbekli Tepe in Turkey is
one of the greatest challenges to 21st century archaeology. As much as 7,000
years older than the Great Pyramid and Stonehenge, its strange buildings and
rings of T-shaped monoliths--built with stones weighing from 10 to 15 tons--show a
level of sophistication and artistic achievement unmatched until the rise of the
great civilizations of the ancient world, Sumer, Egypt, and Babylon. Chronicling his
travels to Göbekli Tepe and surrounding sites, Andrew Collins details the layout,
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architecture, and exquisite relief carvings of ice age animals and human forms
found at this 12,000-year-old megalithic complex, now recognized as the oldest
stone architecture in the world. He explores how it was built as a reaction to a
global cataclysm--the Great Flood in the Bible--and explains how it served as a
gateway and map to the sky-world, the place of first creation, reached via a bright
star in the constellation of Cygnus. He reveals those behind its construction as the
Watchers of the Book of Enoch and the Anunnaki gods of Sumerian tradition.
Unveiling Göbekli Tepe’s foundational role in the rise of civilization, Collins shows
how it is connected to humanity’s creation in the Garden of Eden and the secrets
Adam passed to his son Seth, the founder of an angelic race called the Sethites. In
his search for Adam’s legendary Cave of Treasures, the author discovers the
Garden of Eden and the remains of the Tree of Life--in the same sacred region
where Göbekli Tepe is being uncovered today.

The Rise of Big Data Policing
“The powerful origin story of one of Yellowstone’s greatest and most famous
wolves.” —Washington Post “[The Rise of Wolf 8] is a goldmine for information on
all aspects of wolf behavior and clearly shows they are clever, smart, and
emotional beings.” —Psychology Today Yellowstone National Park was once home
to an abundance of wild wolves—but park rangers killed the last of their kind in the
1920s. Decades later, the rangers brought them back, with the first wolves arriving
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from Canada in 1995. This is the incredible true story of one of those wolves. Wolf
8 struggles at first—he is smaller than the other pups, and often bullied—but soon
he bonds with an alpha female whose mate was shot. An unusually young alpha
male, barely a teenager in human years, Wolf 8 rises to the occasion, hunting
skillfully, and even defending his family from the wolf who killed his father. But
soon he faces a new opponent: his adopted son, who mates with a violent alpha
female. Can Wolf 8 protect his valley without harming his protégé? Authored by a
renowned wolf researcher and gifted storyteller, The Rise of Wolf 8 marks the
beginning of The Alpha Wolves of Yellowstone series, which will transform our view
of wolves forever.

@War
The rise and influence of public opinion on Chinese foreign policy reveals a
remarkable evolution in authoritarian responses to social turmoil. James Reilly
shows how Chinese leaders have responded to popular demands for political
participation with a sophisticated strategy of tolerance, responsiveness,
persuasion, and repression—a successful approach that helps explain how and why
the Communist Party continues to rule China. Through a detailed examination of
China's relations with Japan from 1980 to 2010, Reilly reveals the populist origins
of a wave of anti-Japanese public mobilization that swept across China in the early
2000s. Popular protests, sensationalist media content, and emotional public
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opinion combined to impede diplomatic negotiations, interrupt economic
cooperation, spur belligerent rhetoric, and reshape public debates. Facing a
mounting domestic and diplomatic crisis, Chinese leaders responded with a
remarkable reversal, curtailing protests and cooling public anger toward Japan. Far
from being a fragile state overwhelmed by popular nationalism, market forces, or
information technology, China has emerged as a robust and flexible regime that
has adapted to its new environment with remarkable speed and effectiveness.
Reilly's study of public opinion's influence on foreign policy extends beyond
democratic states. It reveals how persuasion and responsiveness sustain
Communist Party rule in China and develops a method for examining similar
dynamics in different authoritarian regimes. He draws upon public opinion surveys,
interviews with Chinese activists, quantitative media analysis, and internal
government documents to support his findings, joining theories in international
relations, social movements, and public opinion.

The Rise and Fall of Intelligence
Watcher in the Woods is the next gripping installment of #1 bestselling Kelley
Armstrong's riveting Casey Duncan series. The secret town of Rockton has seen
some rocky times lately; understandable considering its mix of criminals and
victims fleeing society for refuge within its Yukon borders. Casey Duncan, the
town's only detective on a police force of three, has already faced murder, arson,
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and falling in love in the several months that she's lived there. Yet even she didn't
think it would be possible for an outsider to locate the town and cause trouble in
the place she's come to call home. When a US Marshal shows up demanding the
release of one of the residents, but won't say who, Casey and her boyfriend, Sheriff
Eric Dalton, are skeptical. And yet only hours later, the marshal is shot dead and
the only possible suspects are the townspeople and Casey's estranged sister,
smuggled into town to help with a medical emergency. It's up to Casey to figure
out who murdered the marshal, and why someone would kill to keep him
quiet—before the killer strikes again.

The Watchers
In See No Evil, one of the CIA’s top field officers of the past quarter century
recounts his career running agents in the back alleys of the Middle East. In the
process, Robert Baer paints a chilling picture of how terrorism works on the inside
and provides compelling evidence about how Washington politics sabotaged the
CIA’s efforts to root out the world’s deadliest terrorists. On the morning of
September 11, 2001, the world witnessed the terrible result of that intelligence
failure with the attack on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. In the wake of
those attacks, Americans were left wondering how such an obviously long-term,
globally coordinated plot could have escaped detection by the CIA and taken the
nation by surprise. Robert Baer was not surprised. A twenty-one-year veteran of
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the CIA’s Directorate of Operations who had left the agency in 1997, Baer observed
firsthand how an increasingly bureaucratic CIA lost its way in the post–cold war
world and refused to adequately acknowledge and neutralize the growing threat of
Islamic fundamentalist terror in the Middle East and elsewhere. A throwback to the
days when CIA operatives got results by getting their hands dirty and running
covert operations, Baer spent his career chasing down leads on suspected
terrorists in the world’s most volatile hot spots. As he and his agents risked their
lives gathering intelligence, he watched as the CIA reduced drastically its
operations overseas, failed to put in place people who knew local languages and
customs, and rewarded workers who knew how to play the political games of the
agency’s suburban Washington headquarters but not how to recruit agents on the
ground. See No Evil is not only a candid memoir of the education and
disillusionment of an intelligence operative but also an unprecedented look at the
roots of modern terrorism. Baer reveals some of the disturbing details he
uncovered in his work, including: * In 1996, Osama bin Laden established a
strategic alliance with Iran to coordinate terrorist attacks against the United States.
* In 1995, the National Security Council intentionally aborted a military coup d’etat
against Saddam Hussein, forgoing the last opportunity to get rid of him. * In 1991,
the CIA intentionally shut down its operations in Afghanistan and Saudi Arabia, and
ignored fundamentalists operating there. When Baer left the agency in 1997 he
received the Career Intelligence Medal, with a citation that says, “He repeatedly
put himself in personal danger, working the hardest targets, in service to his
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country.” See No Evil is Baer’s frank assessment of an agency that forgot that
“service to country” must transcend politics and is a forceful plea for the CIA to
return to its original mission—the preservation of our national sovereignty and the
American way of life.

Pay Any Price
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * The first definitive history of the Mossad, Shin Bet,
and the IDF's targeted killing programs, hailed by The New York Times as "an
exceptional work, a humane book about an incendiary subject." WINNER OF THE
NATIONAL JEWISH BOOK AWARD IN HISTORY NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY JENNIFER SZALAI, THE NEW YORK TIMES NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Economist * The New York Times Book Review *
BBC History Magazine * Mother Jones * Kirkus Reviews The Talmud says: "If
someone comes to kill you, rise up and kill him first." This instinct to take every
measure, even the most aggressive, to defend the Jewish people is hardwired into
Israel's DNA. From the very beginning of its statehood in 1948, protecting the
nation from harm has been the responsibility of its intelligence community and
armed services, and there is one weapon in their vast arsenal that they have relied
upon to thwart the most serious threats: Targeted assassinations have been used
countless times, on enemies large and small, sometimes in response to attacks
against the Israeli people and sometimes preemptively. In this page-turning, eyePage 14/37
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opening book, journalist and military analyst Ronen Bergman--praised by David
Remnick as "arguably [Israel's] best investigative reporter"--offers a riveting inside
account of the targeted killing programs: their successes, their failures, and the
moral and political price exacted on the men and women who approved and
carried out the missions. Bergman has gained the exceedingly rare cooperation of
many current and former members of the Israeli government, including Prime
Ministers Shimon Peres, Ehud Barak, Ariel Sharon, and Benjamin Netanyahu, as
well as high-level figures in the country's military and intelligence services: the IDF
(Israel Defense Forces), the Mossad (the world's most feared intelligence agency),
Caesarea (a "Mossad within the Mossad" that carries out attacks on the highestvalue targets), and the Shin Bet (an internal security service that implemented the
largest targeted assassination campaign ever, in order to stop what had once
appeared to be unstoppable: suicide terrorism). Including never-before-reported,
behind-the-curtain accounts of key operations, and based on hundreds of on-therecord interviews and thousands of files to which Bergman has gotten exclusive
access over his decades of reporting, Rise and Kill First brings us deep into the
heart of Israel's most secret activities. Bergman traces, from statehood to the
present, the gripping events and thorny ethical questions underlying Israel's
targeted killing campaign, which has shaped the Israeli nation, the Middle East,
and the entire world. "A remarkable feat of fearless and responsible reporting . . .
important, timely, and informative."--John le Carré
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Equillian's Key
This sweeping history of the development of professional, institutionalized
intelligence examines the implications of the fall of the state monopoly on
espionage today and beyond. During the Cold War, only the alliances clustered
around the two superpowers maintained viable intelligence endeavors, whereas a
century ago, many states could aspire to be competitive at these dark arts. Today,
larger states have lost their monopoly on intelligence skills and capabilities as
technological and sociopolitical changes have made it possible for private
organizations and even individuals to unearth secrets and influence global events.
Historian Michael Warner addresses the birth of professional intelligence in Europe
at the beginning of the twentieth century and the subsequent rise of US
intelligence during the Cold War. He brings this history up to the present day as
intelligence agencies used the struggle against terrorism and the digital revolution
to improve capabilities in the 2000s. Throughout, the book examines how states
and other entities use intelligence to create, exploit, and protect secret advantages
against others, and emphasizes how technological advancement and ideological
competition drive intelligence, improving its techniques and creating a need for
intelligence and counterintelligence activities to serve and protect policymakers
and commanders. The world changes intelligence and intelligence changes the
world. This sweeping history of espionage and intelligence will be a welcomed by
practitioners, students, and scholars of security studies, international affairs, and
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intelligence, as well as general audiences interested in the evolution of espionage
and technology.

MBS
In a Europe aflame with wars of religion and dynastic conflicts, Elizabeth I came to
the throne of a realm encircled by menace. To the great Catholic powers of France
and Spain, England was a heretic pariah state, a canker to be cut away for the
health of the greater body of Christendom. Elizabeth's government, defending
God's true Church of England and its leader, the queen, could stop at nothing to
defend itself. Headed by the brilliant, enigmatic, and widely feared Sir Francis
Walsingham, the Elizabethan state deployed every dark art: spies, double agents,
cryptography, and torture. Delving deeply into sixteenth-century archives, Stephen
Alford offers a groundbreaking, chillingly vivid depiction of Elizabethan espionage,
literally recovering it from the shadows. In his company we follow Her Majesty's
agents through the streets of London and Rome, and into the dank cells of the
Tower. We see the world as they saw it-ever unsure who could be trusted or when
the fatal knock on their own door might come. The Watchers is a riveting
exploration of loyalty, faith, betrayal, and deception with the highest possible
stakes, in a world poised between the Middle Ages and modernity.
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Rise of the Vulcans
"It is said that at all times, there are 36 special people in the world, and that were
it not for them, all of them, if even one of them was missing, the world would come
to an end."- Talmud, the central religious text of Rabbinic Judaism, as quoted by
WikipediaWas the crucifixion engineered to end Roman rule?Could World War II
have been avoided?Could the Titanic have been saved?The 36 Watchers tells the
story of Jenna Berg, a young, professional, carefree NYC dweller, who, almost
unwillingly, becomes a member of the most secretive and powerful group that has
been protecting humankind from total destruction since the beginning of time.

Rise of the Warrior Cop
Charts the rise of America's surveillance state throughout the past quarter century,
arguing that government strategy has made it harder to catch terrorists and easier
to spy on everyday citizens.

The Rise of Duterte
The author presents a fascinating inside look at the advisors who have brought
America to war twice in the last two years, covering Rumsfeld, Cheney, Powell,
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Armitage, Rice, Wolfowitz, and of course, President Bush. 50,000 first printing.

The Rise of Skywalker: Expanded Edition (Star Wars)
The author reveals what he sees as the hidden costs of the War on Terror—from
squandered and stolen dollars, to outrageous abuses of power, to wars on
normalcy, decency and truth. By the author of State of War. 75,000 first printing.

Rewind
Leading scholars explore the tradition, rooted in Genesis 6, of “the Watchers,”
mysterious heavenly beings who became the focus of rich cosmological and
theological speculation in early Judaism. Chapters trace the development of the
Watchers through the Enoch literature, Jubilees, and other early Jewish and
Christian writings.

The Watchers and the Rise of Goth
Writing together with Timothy Wyllie, the angel Georgia details the events of
Earth’s ancient history from 16,500 BC to 8,000 BC • Chronicles the disappearance
of Lemuria, the rise of Atlantean technology and piracy, and the first wave of rebel
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angels incarnating as Atlantean slaves • Explains the 3 eras of Atlantis and how
the island was finally destroyed in 1198 BC • Interwoven throughout with
observations about Timothy Wyllie’s current and previous lives, such as his years
of involvement with the Process Church After 200 millennia of celestial quarantine
in the wake of Lucifer’s angelic revolt, Earth and the rebel angels isolated here are
being welcomed back into the benevolent and caring Multiverse. Writing together
with Timothy Wyllie, Georgia--a rebel angel who took on the role of Watcher after
the rebellion--provides her personal account of Earth from 16,500 BC to 8,000 BC,
a period that encompasses the first two eras of Atlantis. Georgia shares her
experiences being present for the final disappearance of Lemuria and the loss of
their spiritual system. She describes advanced Lemurian technology that was
designed for the betterment of the Earth and its people, and was then lost, and the
aggressive piracy of the Atlanteans, who preyed on the Lemurian survivors.
Detailing the three eras of Atlantis and how the island’s final destruction was in
1198 BC, she explains the rise of Atlantis as a technological power. She reveals the
quarrels between the Pleiadians and the Sirians during this period and explores the
myths of the Anunnaki, reputed to have arrived on Earth to mine for gold. Georgia
interweaves her story with observations about Timothy Wyllie’s current and
previous lives, focusing here on his involvement with the Process Church as well as
his experiences with bizarrely orchestrated orgies, psychometrics, and psychedelic
culture in Europe in the 1970s. Georgia shares her words, in part, to awaken some
of the more than 100 million rebel angels currently living their human lives, most
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unaware of their angelic heritage and struggling with their sense of being different.
She reveals how a mortal incarnation for a rebel angel is an opportunity to redeem
the past and help prepare the way for the transformation of global consciousness
now beginning as the rebel-held planets, including Earth, are being welcomed back
into the Multiverse.

The 36 Watchers
A mysterious camera gives Adam the chance to change the past In the dead of a
Vermont winter, Adam, Edgar, and Lianna skate onto the pond to practice hockey.
Suddenly, a crack in the ice sends the two boys tumbling into the frozen water.
When he wakes up, Adam remembers nothing—and his best friend is dead. Four
years later, guilt haunts Adam. He and his friends are playing laser tag near the
pond when he stumbles over a backpack. Inside is a video camera that lets him
see into the past. Once he realizes its power, Adam has a chance to learn what
really happened that day on the ice. But will the camera let him undo his mistake?
This ebook features an illustrated biography of Peter Lerangis including rare photos
and never-before-seen documents from the author’s personal collection.

The Watchers Out of Time
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Winner, 2018 Law & Legal Studies PROSE Award The consequences of big data and
algorithm-driven policing and its impact on law enforcement In a high-tech
command center in downtown Los Angeles, a digital map lights up with 911 calls,
television monitors track breaking news stories, surveillance cameras sweep the
streets, and rows of networked computers link analysts and police officers to a
wealth of law enforcement intelligence. This is just a glimpse into a future where
software predicts future crimes, algorithms generate virtual “most-wanted” lists,
and databanks collect personal and biometric information. The Rise of Big Data
Policing introduces the cutting-edge technology that is changing how the police do
their jobs and shows why it is more important than ever that citizens understand
the far-reaching consequences of big data surveillance as a law enforcement tool.
Andrew Guthrie Ferguson reveals how these new technologies —viewed as raceneutral and objective—have been eagerly adopted by police departments hoping
to distance themselves from claims of racial bias and unconstitutional practices.
After a series of high-profile police shootings and federal investigations into
systemic police misconduct, and in an era of law enforcement budget cutbacks,
data-driven policing has been billed as a way to “turn the page” on racial bias. But
behind the data are real people, and difficult questions remain about racial
discrimination and the potential to distort constitutional protections. In this first
book on big data policing, Ferguson offers an examination of how new technologies
will alter the who, where, when and how we police. These new technologies also
offer data-driven methods to improve police accountability and to remedy the
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underlying socio-economic risk factors that encourage crime. The Rise of Big Data
Policing is a must read for anyone concerned with how technology will
revolutionize law enforcement and its potential threat to the security, privacy, and
constitutional rights of citizens. Read an excerpt and interview with Andrew
Guthrie Ferguson in The Economist.

Subversives
Subversives traces the FBI's secret involvement with three iconic figures at
Berkeley during the 1960s: the ambitious neophyte politician Ronald Reagan, the
fierce but fragile radical Mario Savio, and the liberal university president Clark Kerr.
Through these converging narratives, the award-winning investigative reporter
Seth Rosenfeld tells a dramatic and disturbing story of FBI surveillance, illegal
break-ins, infiltration, planted news stories, poison-pen letters, and secret
detention lists. He reveals how the FBI's covert operations—led by Reagan's friend
J. Edgar Hoover—helped ignite an era of protest, undermine the Democrats, and
benefit Reagan personally and politically. At the same time, he vividly evokes the
life of Berkeley in the early sixties—and shows how the university community, a
site of the forward-looking idealism of the period, became a battleground in an epic
struggle between the government and free citizens. The FBI spent more than $1
million trying to block the release of the secret files on which Subversives is based,
but Rosenfeld compelled the bureau to release more than 250,000 pages,
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providing an extraordinary view of what the government was up to during a
turning point in our nation's history. Part history, part biography, and part police
procedural, Subversives reads like a true-crime mystery as it provides a fresh look
at the legacy of the sixties, sheds new light on one of America's most popular
presidents, and tells a cautionary tale about the dangers of secrecy and unchecked
power.

The Bar at the End of the World
The Watchers and the Rise of Goth: Book 2 is the sequel to The Watchers and the
Unholy Order. A 5-star Amazon review about the first book reads: “This is by far
the best fantasy I have read. It has a lot of action, intensity, and has funny parts in
it as well. The future of the world that J.J. Falcon has written about is a world that is
close to becoming a reality. This book should be read by everyone because it is
inspirational even as a fantasy story.” In Book 2, Ian and Darius continue their
journey back to the Trinity Mountains to recover the golden seal and meet up with
the most unlikely misfit rebels, who join in to help accomplish their mission. The
beautiful young spy Camille is tasked with building a relationship with Minister
Balarus to locate and destroy a cloning chamber located deep underground.
O’Leary and Kasbar embark on a mission to find the new location of the command
center for Hercules II, which will have twice the power of Hercules I. All this as
Toumus prepares for his upcoming battle against Orpheus and the loyal angelic
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Watchers. Ian must complete his mission before Toumus unleashes Phase One on
Earth and the greatest celestial battle since the creation of the universe begins.
But Ian is confronted by the truth, making him battle the one he trusts the most.

The Watchers' War
Among the first seven scrolls discovered in the caves of Qumran at the Dead Sea is
a scroll given the name, "The Book of Giants." It is thought to have been based on
the Book of Enoch, a pseudepigraphical Jewish work from the 3rd century BCE. The
Book of Giants, like the Book of Enoch, concerns itself with the Nephilim, which are
the offspring of fallen angels, who are called the Watchers. Two main versions of
the text exist. The Dead Sea version is written in Aramaic. Another version has
been found written in middle Persian, adapted from the Aramaic to fit into the
Manichean religion. Both versions will be examined. Following theories speculating
that the Book of Giants was once part of the Book of Enoch, we will attempt to
place the two texts back together to render the complete story of the Watchers
and the Nephilim. We will discover the history and contributions of these ancient
scrolls and look carefully at their content and meaning. Throughout the combined
texts of the Book of Giants and the Book of Enoch we will examine all the biblical
and apocryphal references and parallels within the text. The result is an in-depth
and panoramic view of the Angels, the Watchers, and the Nephilim, and how one of
the giants of the Nephilim race may have survived the flood intended to cleanse
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the Earth of their horror.

The Age of Surveillance Capitalism
An upstart slayer. A clan of vampires. A world of trouble. Eighteen-year-old Corinth
Taylor didn't sign up to become a Watcher—an elite warrior destined to restore
balance to the human race—he was chosen. Corinth can barely control his own
hormones . . . much less the deadly blade. And to make matters worse, his best
friend, Larna, just so happens to be the very thing he's supposed to eliminate. But
when vampires and slayer find a common enemy, Corinth knows it's his innate
calling to hunt evil down. And evil has a name: Gabriel Stanton. The enigmatic
vampire who escaped their capture, has plans for Corinth, Larna, and Alastair . . .
and it's a threat they'll never see coming. When the line between good and evil
gets crossed, devastating consequences start to happen. As Watcher and vampire
worlds collide, Corinth must decide where to place his trust: with his old allies or
his killer instincts. What could go wrong? It's only the end of the world. The
Watchers is the second book in The Blood Dagger Series, a high-octane paranormal
YA thriller. If you like witty heroines, unconventional relationships, and friendships
that can withstand the grave, then you'll love Misty Hayes' high-stakes story. Sink
your teeth into a fun, fierce vampire series today
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See No Evil
A compelling exploration of the mysteries of environmental toxicity and the
community of “sensitives”—people with powerful, puzzling symptoms resulting
from exposure to chemicals, fragrances, and cell phone signals, that have no effect
on “normals.” They call themselves “sensitives.” Over fifty million Americans
endure a mysterious environmental illness that renders them allergic to chemicals.
Innocuous staples from deodorant to garbage bags wreak havoc on sensitives. For
them, the enemy is modernity itself. No one is born with EI. It often starts with a
single toxic exposure. Then the symptoms hit: extreme fatigue, brain fog, muscle
aches, inability to tolerate certain foods. With over 85,000 chemicals in the
environment, danger lurks around every corner. Largely ignored by the medical
establishment and dismissed by family and friends, sensitives often resort to odd
ersatz remedies, like lining their walls with aluminum foil or hanging mail on a
clothesline for days so it can “off-gas” before they open it. Broudy encounters
Brian Welsh, a prominent figure in the EI community, and quickly becomes
fascinated by his plight. When Brian goes missing, Broudy travels with James, an
eager, trusting sensitive to find Brian, investigate this disease, and delve into the
intricate, ardent subculture that surrounds it. Their destination: Snowflake, the
capital of the EI world. Located in eastern Arizona, it is a haven where sensitives
can live openly without fear of toxins or the judgment of insensitive “normals.”
While Broudy’s book is wry, pacey, and down-to-earth, it also dives deeply into
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compelling corners of medical and American history. He finds telling parallels
between sensitives and their cultural forebears, from the Puritans to those
refugees and dreamers who settled the West. Ousted from mainstream society,
these latter-day exiles nonetheless shed bright light on the anxious, noxious world
we all inhabit now.

The Watchers
Joey Foust has no idea he's a wanted man and his parents aim to keep it that way.
They raised him as a normal boy in a small American town, hoping he and his
friends don't discover what lies beyond. And for eighteen years, they succeed. Joey
and his friends, the Preston Six, were all born on the same day, but soon come to
find they have much more in common than a simple birthdate. Details of their past
are suspicious, and they are determined to figure out what their parents are
hiding. Small threads of new information are discovered, leading the Preston Six to
venture in search for the truth. What they find pushes the boundaries of their
beliefs. Now, they're forced to leave behind everything to face an unknown
adversary who's been hunting for them since the day they were born. They must
rise as one, or fall to enemy hands.

The Book of Giants
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Venture at your own risk into a realm where the sun sinks into oblivion–and all that
is unholy, unearthly, and unspeakable rises. These rare, hard-to-find collaborations
of cosmic terror are back in print, including • Wentworth’s Day A fellow figures his
debt to a dead man is null and void, until he discovers just how terrifying interest
rates can be. • The Shuttered Room A sophisticated gentleman must settle his
grandfather’s estate, only to find that the house shelters dark secrets. • The Dark
Brotherhood A beautiful woman and her companion meet the likes of Edgar Allan
Poe, in a tale as terrifying as anything Poe himself ever created. • Innsmouth Clay
A sculptor returns from Paris to create a statue not entirely of this world–and not at
all under his control. • Witches’ Hollow A new schoolteacher puts his soul in peril
while trying to save one of his students from a ravenous creature.

The Sensitives
A gripping, behind-the-scenes portrait of the rise of Saudi Arabia’s secretive and
mercurial new ruler “A rare and penetrating look behind the curtain of the world’s
most important family and its dangerous new leader.”—Lawrence Wright, author of
The Looming Tower MBS is the untold story of how a mysterious young prince
emerged from Saudi Arabia’s sprawling royal family to overhaul the economy and
society of the richest country in the Middle East—and gather as much power as
possible into his own hands. Since his father, King Salman, ascended to the throne
in 2015, Mohammed bin Salman has leveraged his influence to restructure the
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kingdom’s economy, loosen its strict Islamic social codes, and confront its enemies
around the region, especially Iran. That vision won him fans at home and on Wall
Street, in Silicon Valley, in Hollywood, and at the White House, where President
Trump embraced the prince as a key player in his own vision for the Middle East.
But over time, the sheen of the visionary young reformer has become tarnished,
leaving many struggling to determine whether MBS is in fact a rising dictator
whose inexperience and rash decisions are destabilizing the world’s most volatile
region. Based on years of reporting and hundreds of interviews, MBS reveals the
machinations behind the kingdom’s catastrophic military intervention in Yemen,
the bizarre detention of princes and businessmen in the Riyadh Ritz-Carlton, and
the shifting Saudi relationships with Israel and the United States. And finally, it
sheds new light on the greatest scandal of the young autocrat’s rise: the brutal
killing of journalist Jamal Khashoggi by Saudi agents in Istanbul, a crime that shook
Saudi Arabia’s relationship with Washington and left the world wondering whether
MBS could get away with murder. MBS is a riveting, eye-opening account of how
the young prince has wielded vast powers to reshape his kingdom and the world
around him.

You Matter
The last days of colonialism taught America's revolutionaries that soldiers in the
streets bring conflict and tyranny. As a result, our country has generally worked to
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keep the military out of law enforcement. But according to investigative reporter
Radley Balko, over the last several decades, America's cops have increasingly
come to resemble ground troops. The consequences have been dire: the home is
no longer a place of sanctuary, the Fourth Amendment has been gutted, and police
today have been conditioned to see the citizens they serve as an other—an enemy.
Today's armored-up policemen are a far cry from the constables of early America.
The unrest of the 1960s brought about the invention of the SWAT unit—which in
turn led to the debut of military tactics in the ranks of police officers. Nixon's War
on Drugs, Reagan's War on Poverty, Clinton's COPS program, the post–9/11
security state under Bush and Obama: by degrees, each of these innovations
expanded and empowered police forces, always at the expense of civil liberties.
And these are just four among a slew of reckless programs. In Rise of the Warrior
Cop, Balko shows how politicians' ill-considered policies and relentless declarations
of war against vague enemies like crime, drugs, and terror have blurred the
distinction between cop and soldier. His fascinating, frightening narrative shows
how over a generation, a creeping battlefield mentality has isolated and alienated
American police officers and put them on a collision course with the values of a
free society.

Rise of the Six
Years of surveillance-related leaks from US whistleblower Edward Snowden have
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fuelled an international debate on privacy, spying, and Internet surveillance. Much
of the focus has centered on the role of the US National Security Agency, yet there
is an important Canadian side to the story. The Communications Security
Establishment, the Canadian counterpart to the NSA, has played an active role in
surveillance activities both at home and abroad, raising a host of challenging legal
and policy questions. With contributions by leading experts in the field, Law,
Privacy and Surveillance in Canada in the Post-Snowden Era is the right book at the
right time: From the effectiveness of accountability and oversight programs to the
legal issues raised by metadata collection to the privacy challenges surrounding
new technologies, this book explores current issues torn from the headlines with a
uniquely Canadian perspective.

Strong Society, Smart State
Using exclusive access to key insiders, Shane Harris charts the rise of America's
surveillance state over the past twenty-five years and highlights a dangerous
paradox: Our government's strategy has made it harder to catch terrorists and
easier to spy on the rest of us. Our surveillance state was born in the brain of
Admiral John Poindexter in 1983. Poindexter, Reagan's National Security Advisor,
realized that the United States might have prevented the terrorist massacre of 241
Marines in Beirut if only intelligence agencies had been able to analyze in real time
data they had on the attackers. Poindexter poured government know-how and
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funds into his dream-a system that would sift reams of data for signs of terrorist
activity. Decades later, that elusive dream still captivates Washington. After the
2001 attacks, Poindexter returned to government with a controversial program,
called Total Information Awareness, to detect the next attack. Today it is a secretly
funded operation that can gather personal information on every American and
millions of others worldwide. But Poindexter's dream has also become America's
nightmare. Despite billions of dollars spent on this digital quest since the Reagan
era, we still can't discern future threats in the vast data cloud that surrounds us all.
But the government can now spy on its citizens with an ease that was impossibleand illegal-just a few years ago. Drawing on unprecedented access to the people
who pioneered this high-tech spycraft, Harris shows how it has shifted from the
province of right- wing technocrats to a cornerstone of the Obama administration's
war on terror. Harris puts us behind the scenes and in front of the screens where
twenty-first-century spycraft was born. We witness Poindexter quietly working from
the private sector to get government to buy in to his programs in the early
nineties. We see an army major agonize as he carries out an order to delete the
vast database he's gathered on possible terror cells-and on thousands of innocent
Americans-months before 9/11. We follow General Mike Hayden as he persuades
the Bush administration to secretly monitor Americans based on a flawed
interpretation of the law. After Congress publicly bans the Total Information
Awareness program in 2003, we watch as it is covertly shifted to a "black op,"
which protects it from public scrutiny. When the next crisis comes, our government
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will inevitably crack down on civil liberties, but it will be no better able to identify
new dangers. This is the outcome of a dream first hatched almost three decades
ago, and The Watchers is an engrossing, unnerving wake-up call.

The Rise of Wolf 8
Bastian and Felix live a simple life, picking pockets and pulling cons on the streets
of Westdock, dreaming of the chance to change their stars. But that's all turned
upside down on Bastian's 16th birthday, when they are both torn from everything
they know and love and thrown into an unexpected adventure that will change
their world forever.

The Watchers of Eden (The Watchers of Eden Trilogy, Book 1)
The challenges to humanity posed by the digital future, the first detailed
examination of the unprecedented form of power called "surveillance capitalism,"
and the quest by powerful corporations to predict and control our behavior. In this
masterwork of original thinking and research, Shoshana Zuboff provides startling
insights into the phenomenon that she has named surveillance capitalism. The
stakes could not be higher: a global architecture of behavior modification threatens
human nature in the twenty-first century just as industrial capitalism disfigured the
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natural world in the twentieth. Zuboff vividly brings to life the consequences as
surveillance capitalism advances from Silicon Valley into every economic sector.
Vast wealth and power are accumulated in ominous new "behavioral futures
markets," where predictions about our behavior are bought and sold, and the
production of goods and services is subordinated to a new "means of behavioral
modification." The threat has shifted from a totalitarian Big Brother state to a
ubiquitous digital architecture: a "Big Other" operating in the interests of
surveillance capital. Here is the crucible of an unprecedented form of power
marked by extreme concentrations of knowledge and free from democratic
oversight. Zuboff's comprehensive and moving analysis lays bare the threats to
twenty-first century society: a controlled "hive" of total connection that seduces
with promises of total certainty for maximum profit--at the expense of democracy,
freedom, and our human future. With little resistance from law or society,
surveillance capitalism is on the verge of dominating the social order and shaping
the digital future--if we let it.

Gobekli Tepe: Genesis of the Gods
Something is preying upon the monks of Rion. Broeden is an ancient and dark
wizard who seeks their holy relic, the Sword of the Watch, to bestow upon him the
gift of immortality. When the mighty Rion Guard find themselves powerless to stop
him, their leaders hatch a desperate plan to embrace dark magic with catastrophic
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results. As the Watchers battle to control the forces they've unleashed, the world
of Erathe is thrown into chaos. Now the only hope for humanity is the resurrection
of a sword bearer, Evliit. Visit SwordoftheWatch.com and join
Facebook.com/sotwfan. The Sword of the Watch is told in three books: The
Watchers' War, The Rise of the Western Kingdom, and The Fall of Daoradh.

Law, Privacy and Surveillance in Canada in the Post-Snowden
Era
This book draws on the extensive literature on populism, democracy, and emerging
markets as well as interviews with senior government officials, experts, and
journalists in the Philippines and beyond, This book is the first to analyze the
significance and implications of the rise of Filipino president Rodrigo Duterte within
a rapidly-changing Asia Pacific region. As China's power in the Pacific grows
rapidly, nations that have traditionally been US allies, such as the Phillipines, are
experiencing political convulsions; Duterte's open willingness to realign towards
China (at the expense of America) in exchange for infrastructure investment is one
of the clearest indicators of what China's rise might look like for nations around the
world. Timely, precise, accessible and fast-paced, this book will be of value to
scholars, journalists, policy-makers, and China watchers.
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